
The Little Trike That Could ! ! !

  And Did (Push  db’s)

by Charles Ross

0 ur story begins with Elyse
Svircas  on her dad’s
jeans, exclaiming “Teddy

Ruxpin doesn’t have enough bottom
end. What are you going to do
for me?” This was a fortuitous
occasion.  For as luck would have it,
her father, Lou Svircas of Sounder

 Co.  Toronto, Canada, was
 need of a new demo vehicle for

the Toronto Auto Sound Explosion
held  May of this year. Elyse was
taking delivery of a new battery
powered three-wheeler-with no
dealer options-which was just the
ticket.

Sounder Light wanted a promo-
tional item that people would remem-
ber long after the show, and they also
wanted something that showed they
enjoy their work and don’t take it too
seriously. (This was to have its 
cussions.) The objective was to keep
the trike in such a condition that it
could operate while the stereo was
running. The installation team also
wanted to be able to control the sys-
tem from the rider's position  and
have the installation quality compara-
ble to that of a full-size automobile.

The stock “instrument panel” was
removed, and the profile of it was co-

Stock “Instrument panel” and preamp.

The Sounder Light trike is one demo vehicle people will remember

pied and extended in depth by
heat-forming engraver’s plastic, A
new face plate was cut to fit and
house the preamp unit, a Monolithic
EQ-4, giving level and frequency
control to the line out of the head unit,
originally a Technics SL-XP.5 CD
player mounted on a plate over the
modified instrument housing. The
hollow space between the front forks
was covered with another shaped
piece of plastic, which is held in place
by the trike’s stock hardware. A
Monolithic PA-500 amplifier (50
watts/channel) and a Redline high-
power 3-way crossover were mount-
ed on a board that was extended
back from the bottom frame of the
trike. The amp and crossover are co-
vered by the flip-up license plate
frame.

The speaker box was kept low pro-
file and angled on the same lines as
the grab bar and seat. Black vinyl
with padding in the right places was
used to provide more of an uphol-
stered “biker” look. The drivers are
pairs of Redline 6-inch  and 4-inch
with l-inch domes. All of the drivers

Elyse ready to take on challengers
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Little Trike That Could
are housed in separate enclosures,
with insulation for damping.

The installation procedure reflects
Sounder Light Co.‘s  approach to all
jobs. Otherwise, why do it? All fuses
and gain controls are accessible in
the mounted position. Power lines
are routed through a terminal strip
and a master switch is mounted un-
der the seat where the trike’s batter-
ies reside. All wire runs are sheathed.
And as a concession to the “biker”

“No one can
hide that
ear-to-ear

grin when the
trike is

turned on.”

look, external runs were covered in
split loom tubing. Because of the
space limitations, this installation took
as long to do as a car, but the results
were worth it.

Big Kids

Some people can keep their com-
posure, but no one can hide that ear-
to-ear grin when this trike is turned

The amp and crossover were mounted on a board underneath the license plate

on. One installer returning from lunch
swore it was the Buick that the trike
was hiding behind at the time that
was creating all of the sound. Thanks
to the CD and no cut corners, the
sound was loud and clear, with a
healthy kick. Helmet laws were tem-
porarily ignored as normally sane
adults took turns careening about the

Elyse tweeks  the trike’s  system before the Toronto Auto Sound Explosion
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shop at an ungodly 3 mph, with
volume cranked to the max.

A few days later, at the show, the
biggest problem was keeping the
trike’s batteries going the entire
weekend with all of the endless laps:
Lou escorting Elyse, Elyse escorting
Lou, show organizers stealing a hot
lap and visitors’ requests to crank it.

Youngest Competitor

For fun, it was intended that the
trike would be run through the judg-
ing lanes, but this actually drew pro-
tests because it isn’t licensed for the
street. (Of course, who wants to
spend $8,000 on a car and risk be-
ing shown up by a kid’s toy?) The
trike was provided with unofficial
readings on the contest’s db meter,
operated by the judges. Results: in
the high 120’s in open air and 131
db’s when a packing carton was
placed over the whole affair. This
should give the db fans out there
pause for thought. Too bad Elyse
didn’t become the youngest known
NACA competitor at two years of
age, but there’s always next year.

Footnote: The CD player has since
been replaced by a portable cassette
player/FM receiver because the trike
owner’s light weight and lead foot
caused some unacceptable skips
with every hard launch. 




